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A collection of tales in the Fantastic Creatures series from different parts of the world

Evocative illustrations by Anna Láng

Suitable for ages 7 years and up

Wise companions of gods and goddesses and defenders of nature or witty and sharp monsters, enemies of heroes and knights: Dragons

are fascinating creatures which fill the pages of myths, legends and folklore. From Northern Europe tales to Chinese and Japanese

legends, dragons are part of the common fantastical world and are always very fascinating creatures. A collection of tales from different

parts of the world, in which the dragons are the common protagonists, brought to life with the evocative illustrations by Anna Láng.

The title enriches the Fantastic Creatures series, a best-selling topic to show children how rich and adventurous the dragons world really

is! Ages: 7 plus

When she was a little girl, Teo Orsi loved to invent stories, write them and even illustrate them with small brightly coloured drawings.

Over the years, her passion for writing has not vanished. Today she works as a screenwriter for animated TV series, and as an author

of comic stories, books and magazines for children. Her days are filled with princesses, fairies and extraordinary characters, always

ready to set off on new amazing adventures on TV or on some printed pages. She lives in Parma with her family and two little dogs and

loves travelling the world, looking for ideas and details that can inspire new stories to tell. Anna Láng is a Hungarian graphic designer

and illustrator who is currently living and working in Sardinia. After attending the Hungarian University of Fine Arts in Budapest, she

graduated as a graphic designer in 2011. In recent years she has brilliantly illustrated a number of titles for White Star Kids.
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